HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS-IV
SOCIAL STUDIES
As we all know, Northern boundary of India is proctected by high mountain ranges
of himalayas. Lets have fun and explore the ranges of himalayas.
Make a model of all the three ranges of himalayas i.e. Himadari, Himachal and
Shiwalik. Find out the highest mountain peaks and label their names with their
height. You can use thermocol, paper, cotton, paint colours and waste material to
make the model.
Revise the chapters done in the class.

SCIENCE
1) Make some insects by using the shells and colour them on A-4 size sheet. [Refer
ch-5 of N.C.E.R.T]
2) Visit at leastone place in your holidays and write the experience of your journey
in your science activity file. [Refer ch-6 of N.C.E.R.T]
3) Find about the different state’s languages, clothes, food and landforms and also
paste their pictures in science activity file. [Refer ch-7 of N.C.E.R.T]
4) Project for PT-1-find out the samples of different types of clothes and paste it in
your science file and label them.
NOTE- Do the back exercise of chapters-5, 6, 7 of N.C.E.R.T.

ENGLISH
Following is the holiday homework:1. Read newspaper everyday and write 10 difficult words with their meanings
in a small notebook.
2. Read your scholastic book thoroughly.
3. Do ‘let’s write’ on page no – 51 and 52 in book.
4. Gather information on the topic- ‘Importance of games and sports in life’.
Paste pictures also.(Do in SCRAPBOOK)
5. Revise all the work done in notebook and books.

MATHS
1. Use flash cards of Pg 8, 43 of Together With and form 5 seven-digit
numbers and write their number names. (On a chart paper)
2. Use stickers from Pg 153 (together with) and make a cube, cuboid, cone
and a cylinder.
3. Learn tables (12-16)
4. Read Unit 3 and 5 of your NCERT book.
5. Solve 10 sums of addition and 10 sums of subtraction daily in the practice
notebook.

